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We show that application of hydrostatic pressure makes the ferromagnetic insulating phase of
La0.79Ca0.21MnO3 metallic at a pressure of �1 GPa. On further increase in pressure ��6 GPa� the
high temperature polaronic state also crosses over to a metallic behavior. The application of the
pressure also shifts the ferromagnetic TC

I. INTRODUCTION

Colossal magnetoresistance �CMR� in hole-doped man-
ganite of ABO3 structure is a topic of considerable interest
since its discovery.1–4 The parent compound such as
LaMnO3 is an antiferromagnetic insulator with cooperative
Jahn–Teller �JT� distortion around Mn3+ ions which is prima-
rily responsible for making it insulating. Substitution of La
with divalent ions Ca as in La1−xCaxMnO3 �LCMO� increase
number in Mn4+ ions �hole doping� and hence weaken the
cooperative JT distortion. Above a critical concentration of
hole �x�0.22�, the system undergoes a transition from high
temperature paramagnetic insulating to ferromagnetic metal-
lic �FMM� phase at the Curie temperature TC and one ob-
serves CMR on application of a magnetic field. The high
temperature insulating phase is a polaronic phase and the
transport is activated. At somewhat lower hole concentration,
the low temperature phase ceases to be a FMM phase and
one has a ferromagnetic insulating �FMI� phase. At still less
hole concentration �x�0.15�, the ferromagnetic state does
not occur. Thus there is a small window of hole concentra-
tion �0.15�x�0.22� where the low temperature ground
state is FMI. The present investigation is on the effect of
high hydrostatic pressure on the FMI phase and, in particular,
the nature of the metallic phase that can be obtained from the
FMI phase by delocalization of carriers by pressure which is
high enough to suppress even the high temperature polaronic
insulating state.

We have carried out electronic transport studies in a
single crystal of LCMO �x=0.21� with up to a pressure of 8
GPa in the temperature range 2.5–300 K and in a magnetic

field up to 5 T. LCMO �x=0.21� has a TC�180 K and entry
into the insulating phase occurs at T�150 K. We find that
the low temperature FMI phase is suppressed at a relatively
low pressure of 1 GPa. Importantly, the metallic phase that is
obtained by pressure induced metallization of the FMI phase
has low density of carriers and such metals are likely to be
highly incoherent and thus bad metals with high resistivity.
We show that there is a crossover to a coherent transport
below a certain temperature below which the resistivity
drops rapidly on cooling. At a pressure�6 GPa, we observe
that even the high temperature polaronic phase undergoes
transition to a metallic state and the material becomes metal-
lic at all T. Interestingly, there is an absence of any substan-
tial magnetoresistance �MR� in such a pressure induced me-
tallic phase. The motivation as well as the questions that we
probe in the present investigation are explained below in
more detail.

This paper is concerned about LCMO with hole concen-
tration �x� in the range where one sees the appearance of the
FMI phase. In conventional double exchange �DE� model
which is generally thought to be the mechanism for ferro-
magnetism in these materials, the presence of FMI phase
cannot be explained because the ferromagnetism and the me-
tallic phase are coupled together. The ferromagnetic state in
the DE model has to be metallic due to the nature of ferro-
magnetic exchange. The formation of the FMI phase is thus
a matter of debate.4 The FMI phase is also distinct from the
charge ordered insulating �COI� phase. It has been shown
recently5,6 that while COI state can be destabilized by a high
enough magnetic field into a FMM phase, in the FMI phase
the MR collapses and even in a field up to 14 T the FMI state
is stable as an insulator and the phase has no appreciable
MR. The stability of the FMI phase against a magnetic field
is interesting. An immediate question then arises whether the
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of the material to higher temperature. We also find that in
the process of pressure induced metallization, the material shows a coherence temperature where a
highly resistive incoherent metal crosses over to a less resistive band type metal. The metallic phase
so created under pressure has no appreciable magnetoresistance.
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FMI phase can be destabilized by high pressure and be made
metallic and if so whether the metallic phase obtained by
pressure has any large MR like the FMM phase. The present
investigation seeks answer to this question.

Another important issue arises that if one can make a
FMI phase metallic by application of pressure, then it will be
a metallic system with a rather low carrier concentration. It
will be thus interesting to investigate the nature of such low
carrier density metallic state. It is noted that DE exchange as
originally proposed cannot give rise to a FMI phase due to
the nature of DE exchange. It had been originally proposed
that since FMI phase occurs for low carrier concentration,
the carriers in FMI are Anderson localized due to disorder.
However, theoretical models have shown that the disorder in
systems like LCMO are weak enough to cause any substan-
tial carrier localization at the band edges.7 Thus the exact
nature of FMI phase remains a matter of debate.

Manganite in general and LCMO, in particular, have
been a subject of high pressure investigation since the begin-
ning of this field.8 This is because high hydrostatic pressure
is a clean tool by which the strength of orbital overlap and
thus the band width can be effectively tuned. We present
briefly a short overview that will place our investigation in
perspective. We note that the specific issues that we have
investigated here have not been addressed to before.

The effect of pressure on structure, transport, optical,
and other properties has been investigated earlier.8,9 It has
been observed that applied pressure and magnetic field have
qualitatively similar effect on manganites. Both stabilize the
FMM state though the mechanisms in the two cases are dif-
ferent. Magnetic field enhances bandwidth of itinerant eg

electrons, whereas hydrostatic pressure enhances bandwidth
directly by modifying Mn–O–Mn bond angle closer to 180°
and reducing Mn–O bond distance.10,11 An increase in the
temperature at which the metal-insulator transition occurs
�which is close to TC� as a function of applied pressure im-
plies that there is a shift of the energy in favor of delocaliza-
tion over the polaronic localization. Pure LaMnO3 �polycrys-
talline� was investigated up to 40 GPa.12 It was observed that
the JT distortion �and the orbital ordering� is suppressed at a
pressure of �18 GPa and the insulating phase undergoes a
transformation/crossover to a metallic phase at a pressure of
�32 GPa. A recent band structure calculation13 has shown
that the suppression of the JT distortion does not immedi-
ately lead to suppression of the activated transport because
the gap between the two eg orbitals is enhanced by Coulomb
interaction between the two eg electrons. Thus a higher pres-
sure is needed to close this gap. Doped LCMO with x
=0.25 �polycrystalline sample� has been investigated up to
14 GPa. Though there is a substantial reduction in the resis-
tance of the sample �and enhancement of the TC or the metal-
insulator transition temperature�, no metallization has been
seen for the high temperature polaroinc phase even at 14
GPa. Thus the metallization of the polaronic phase of the
doped manganite at high pressure remains an open question
as no single crystal of doped �or undoped� manganite has
been investigated at high enough pressure to observe this.
The above brief review shows that the scope of the present
investigation has not been explored before and there are not

too many investigations with single crystal where investiga-
tions were made up to high enough pressure. No report exists
on investigations of MR with high hydrostatic pressure.

II. EXPERIMENT

Single crystals of LCMO �x=0.21� were grown by float-
ing zone melting with radiation heating �image furnace�.14,15

The exact compositions were checked using a number of
analysis methods. Resistivity in zero pressure was measured
by conventional four-probe method using home made cry-
ostat from room temperature down to liquid helium tempera-
ture. The temperature dependence of resistivity of LCMO
under hydrostatic pressure was measured down to 2.5 K us-
ing standard dc four-probe technique in a piston-cylinder
type cell up to 1.8 GPa. The typical sample size used was
0.6�0.5�0.25 mm3. The samples were attached to four an-
nealed Au wires of 10 �m diameter. We used a self-
clamping piston-cylinder type pressure cell with dual struc-
ture of Be–Cu and NiCrAl. Daphne 7373 oil was used as a
pressure transmitting medium. Pressure was calibrated by
use of NH4F I-II, and II-III transitions at room
temperature.16,17

For pressure up to 8 GPa, a cubic anvil device was used.
The device is similar to the one reported by Mori et al.18 The
sample is immersed in a pressure medium of Daphne 7373
oil to maintain the hydrostatic pressure, and encapsulated in
a Teflon cell, which is surrounded by pyrophyllite block.
This block is compressed evenly from six directions with six
tungsten carbide �WC� anvils. The six WC anvils crush the
pyrophyllite gasket and compress the Teflon cell from six
directions equally and the hydrostatic nature of the pressure
is maintained beyond the solidification of the pressure me-
dium. Furthermore, since the load from outside is controlled
during cooling, pressure is kept constant in the course of the
temperature cycle. Pressure was calibrated using Bi-resistive
transitions of Bi I-II �2.55 GPa�, Bi II-III �2.7 GPa�, and
III-IV �7.7 GPa� at room temperature. The MR investigation
up to H=5 T was carried out using a superconducting sole-
noid. The high pressure cell is accommodated within the core
of the solenoid.

III. RESULTS

In Fig. 1, the resistance �R� as a function of temperature
at different pressures is shown in the low pressure range
�P�1.8 GPa�. The sample at zero pressure shows a high
temperature insulating phase �which we refer to as the po-
laronic state� like other manganites. The shallow peak �in
zero pressure� in R �at T�180 K� is an entry into the ferro-
magnetic phase which has been determined separately by
magnetic studies.5 At T�120 K, R shows an upturn due to
onset of the FMI phase. The FMI phase is readily suppressed
by application of pressure. Even a pressure as low as 0.5 GPa
can reduce the low temperature resistivity by more than two
orders. At this pressure the low temperature FMI phase is
retained albeit with lower resistivity. For P�1.3 GPa the
FMI phase is completely destabilized and the sample re-
mains metallic down to 2.5 K, the lowest temperature mea-
sured. The resistivity in the metallic phase at lowest tempera-



ture is nearly eight orders of magnitude lower than that in the
zero pressure FMI phase and this is truly a colossal pressure
effect. The R versus T curve shows the high temperature
polaronic state and the polaronic phase is qualitatively un-
changed at this pressure range, although the temperature of
local maximum at which the ferromagnetic state sets in
�Tpeak� shifts gradually to a higher value and the resistance at
the peak �Rpeak� shifts to a lower value. The behavior of the
R-T at this pressure �where one obtains complete metalliza-
tion of the FMI phase� is qualitatively similar to that of
LCMO �x�0.3� �in zero pressure� which show the CMR
behavior. We also note that though there is a superficial simi-
larity of the two R-T curves, there are important differences.
We will point to these differences later on.

In Fig. 2, the resistivity ��� as a function of temperature
at different pressures up to 7.8 GPa �taken with cubic anvil
cell� are shown. The data down to 175 K are shown in log
scale for �. The inset shows the data for few selected pres-
sures over the complete temperature range down to 2.5 K.
Below 175 K all the curves more or less merge. The resis-

tivity at higher pressure continues the trends of that seen in
Fig. 1 for lower pressure, like the continuous decrease in
resistivity, shift of Tpeak to higher temperature, and shift of
Rpeak to lower values. The polaronic state at higher tempera-
ture persists up to 6 GPa as can be seen by the semiconductor
like � versus T dependence for T�Tpeak, although it is clear
that there is a continuous decrease of activation energy. It is
somewhat difficult to exactly determine the activation energy
for transport �Ea� from the limited temperature range avail-
able for T�Tpeak; nevertheless the continuous reduction in
the activation energy can be seen in Fig. 3. At zero pressure
the value of Ea is very close to what we observe in the
polaronic state of single crystal of a number of manganites.19

The most important qualitative change occurs at P=6 GPa.
It can be seen that for P�6 GPa the high temperature po-
laronic phase is suppressed. The activation energy Ea be-
comes zero and one obtains a metallic type behavior for the
resistivity �d� /dT�0�. Interestingly, this occurs when the
�peak is �10 m� cm, a value at which most oxides show
insulator-metal transition20 and is associated with Mott maxi-
mum metallic resistivity. However, the shallow temperature
dependence suggests that the metal so obtained is a bad one.
For P�6 GPa, there is a change in � in the transition tem-
perature range which is likely occurring due to the transition
into the ferromagnetic state. This resistivity behavior is very
similar to that of the ferromagnetic alloys close to the ferro-
magnetic temperature where the spin disorder resistivity is
suppressed at the onset of ferromagnetic order.

The application of the pressure continuously decreases
Rpeak and increases Tpeak, as can be seen in Fig. 4�a� and 4�b�,
respectively. Decrease in Rpeak is expected in view of the
collapse of the activation energy and transition of the po-
laronic state to a metallic phase at 6 GPa is an important
observation.

In Fig. 2, we note a small local feature �a “glitch” in the
resistivity� curve which is marked by an arrow in one of the
curves �a�. For T�T� and T�Tpeak, the resistivity though
metallic �d� /dT�0� has a high value and a shallow tem-
perature dependence and is unlike a good metal where the
resistance should show much stronger temperature depen-
dence. However, for T�T�, the resistance shows a very
strong temperature dependence and it decreases sharply as T
is decreased. We will discuss below that this is the coherence

FIG. 1. �Color online� Resistance of single crystal LCMO �x=0.21� as func-
tion of temperature taken at different pressures in the piston-cylinder type
cell. Inset shows the magnetization vs temperature curve of LCMO �x
=0.21� at a pressure of 1.3 GPa.

FIG. 2. �Color online� Resistivities of single crystal LCMO �x=0.21� as
function of temperature taken at different pressures in the cubic anvil cell.
Curves: a=1.5 GPa, b=2.0 GPa, c=2.5 GPa, d=3.3 GPa, e=4.0 GPa, f
=5.0 GPa, g=6.0 GPa, h=6.5 GPa, i=7.2 GPa, and j=7.8 GPa. The re-
sistivity is plotted in log scale. The arrow marks the coherence temperature
T� where the material crosses over to a coherent metallic state. The inset
shows some representative data in the linear scale taken to 2.5 K to establish
that no turnover to insulating state occurs at low temperature.

FIG. 3. �Color online� The activation energies of the high temperature po-
laronic phase �determined from resistivity data� as a function of pressure.
The polaronic phase ceases to exist for pressure more than 6 GPa.



temperature T� which marks the crossover from a high tem-
perature incoherent bad metallic state to a low temperature
Fermi liquid. This is expected in such a highly correlated low
carrier density system.4 T� has a strong pressure dependence
and it increases as the pressure is increased, and the metallic
state is stabilized. The variation in T� with pressure is shown
in Fig. 4�b�. For P�6 GPa, the temperature T� merges with
Tpeak. Interestingly this is the same pressure where the po-
laronic state collapses and the sample is metallic at all T.

A question may be asked while the ferromagnetic tran-
sition temperature TC coincides with Tpeak or T�. To resolve
this issue we have measured the magnetization versus tem-
perature curve under pressure. A typical measured curve is
shown in the inset of Fig. 1. In Fig. 4�b� along with T� and
Tpeak, we also show the measured TC. It can be seen that TC

is nearly the same as Tpeak and both are substantially higher
than T� for P�5 GPa. Thus T� is a temperature distinct
from both TC and Tpeak.

In Fig. 5, we show the resistance of the sample measured
in an applied field of 5 T and in some representative pres-
sures. At 7.8 GPa, the transition temperature is above 300 K
and the resistance is nearly two orders less than that seen at
1 GPa. The data taken in 5 T show that there is very small
MR. We recall that in zero pressure there is appreciable MR
in the FMI system for T�Tpeak.

5 However, as the system
enters the FMI phase �T�TFMI� the MR collapses. In the
metallic phase created by the pressure, the MR is appreciably
less. In Fig. 5�b�, we show the value of MR at 5 T as a
function of temperature. The MR is defined in the conven-
tional way. At 4 GPa, there is a small but sharp peak in the
MR �magnitude of 30%� at T�240 K. This is the tempera-
ture T�. At Tpeak �which is close to TC�, there is a shallow
peak �magnitude 7%�. At 6 and 7.8 GPa, the MR is even less.
At this pressure the T� merges with Tpeak and there is a small
MR peak �nearly 10%� at Tpeak. This type of small MR is

generally seen in magnetic alloys or other ferromagnetic ox-
ides �non-DE ferromagnet� such as La1−xSrxCoO3 �Ref. 21�
close to their TC.

IV. DISCUSSION

The important results presented in Sec. III shows that the
metallization of the FMI phase under pressure is complex
and have features that are not seen in the manganites that
have higher hole concentration �optimal composition�. The
effect of hydrostatic pressure has been investigated by struc-
ture studies on polycrystalline manganites before.12,22 The
main effects are twofold. The pressure reduces the �Mn–O�
bond length and makes the Mn–O–Mn bond closer to 180°.
Both increase the overlap of the eg orbitals and enhance the
overlap integral t. Thus the primary effect of high hydrostatic
pressure is the enhancement of t and we would like to ex-
plain the observed effect of pressure on the FMI phase
mainly based on the t enhancement, although there may be
other effects. There are two transitions/crossovers. First is
the suppression of the FMI phase and its metallization at
relatively low pressure �P�1 GPa� and second is the cross-
over of the high temperature polaronic state to a metallic
state at higher pressure �P�6 GPa�. There is also the obser-
vation of the coherence temperature T� that increases on ap-
plication of pressure. While the occurrence of a coherence
temperature T� is expected in such a low carrier density
highly correlated system and has been seen in Ref. 23, no
such observation of a coherence temperature has been re-
ported in manganites. �We have elaborated on the coherence
temperature later on.� Another major observed effect is the
absence of significant MR effect in the metallized phase ob-
tained by pressure from the low hole density FMI phase.

FIG. 4. �Color online� �a� Dependence of the resistivity at the peak ��peak�
on pressure. �b� Dependence of the peak temperature Tpeak �at which �
shows peak�, magnetic transition temperature TC, and the coherence tem-
perature T� as a function of pressure.

FIG. 5. �Color online� �a� Effect of magnetic field on resistance of the
LCMO �x=0.21� single crystal sample under hydrostatic pressure up to 8
GPa. �b� The MR of the LCMO �x=0.21� sample under hydrostatic pressure
up to 8 GPa.



It has been stated before that the FMI phase cannot be
explained by the conventional DE mechanism. One of the
ways the FMI phase is explained within the frame work of
the DE model is the proposal that the FMI phase is an inho-
mogeneous phase that has FMM islands �with volume frac-
tion less than the percolation threshold� in an insulating ma-
trix that is like a COI. This model has been ruled out recently
based on experimental results.6 These experiments have
shown that the FMI phase is distinct from both the FMM
phase and the COI phase. Here we have shown that the me-
tallic state obtained by metallization of FMI phase by pres-
sure appears to be distinct from the FMM ground state seen
in the more studied CMR compositions such as LCMO �x
=0.33�.

The existence of the FMI phase has been explained in a
recent two-fluid model.24 The ferromagnetic exchange in this
model arises from a virtual DE model. In this model the
ferromagnetism does not need a mobile carrier. The ferro-
magnetic coupling occurs when the JT polarons and holes
exist next to each other. The holes need not be mobile and
can be localized at sites. Thus in this model one can explain
the occurrence of an insulating phase in the presence of FM.4

The model envisages two fluids-one localized polarons l and
bandlike b carriers which have a finite band width of bare
value D0. The chemical potential of the two fluids are the
same and pinned at EJT, which is the energy of the JT po-
laron. In this two-fluid model, the bare band width �D0� of
the conduction band plays an important role in deciding the
resulting ground state. The occurrence of different phases
can be rationalized by a single parameter, namely, the D0.

The FMI phase occurs in this model because at low car-
rier concentration, the band width D0 is small and the over-
lap of the narrow band l with band b of mobile carrier is
small. The expected carrier density is low. Insulating nature
of the FMI phase arises due to carrier localization due to
opening up of a Coulomb gap. On application of pressure,
since t the overlap integral is enhanced, this will lead to an
enhancement of both the bandwidth and the strength of the
ferromagnetic exchange. This will bring the band bottom of
the b band closer to the Fermi level. Eventually as the pres-
sure is increased, there will be collapse of the FMI phase
when the band bottom goes below the Fermi level. Thus the
pressure induced metallization of the FMI phase can be ex-
plained as due to the enhancement of bare band width �D0�
and the charge delocalization occurs due to overlap of the l
and b bands.

We will also note that there is a shift of the ferromag-
netic transition temperature TC to higher values on applica-
tion of pressure. The strengthening of the ferromagnetic ex-
change due to enhancement of t will thus shift TC and Tpeak

to higher temperature. From a zero pressure value of 220 K,
the Tpeak shifts to 290 K at a pressure of 6 GPa.

The metallic phase that is obtained after pressurization
of the FMI phase is a low charge density phase. This is
because of low spectral weight at the Fermi level.25 The me-
tallic phase thus obtained is expected to be a bad metal with
high resistivity. This is indeed the case with the resistivity
near the Tpeak where the resistive transition is rather shallow.
The resistance, however, starts to fall down rather sharply for

T�T�. We have identified this as a coherence temperature
which marks the crossover from a high temperature incoher-
ent transport to a low temperature band transport of Fermi
liquid. Briefly we describe the concept of coherence tem-
perature below. It has been shown that in correlated elec-
tronic system with short mean-free path for carriers, in the
regime where the interaction, disorder, and the Fermi energy
are all comparable, below a certain temperature the resistiv-
ity can drop by a large amount. The Fermi liquid coherence
occurs below this temperature, while above this temperature
decoherence sets in due to strong inelastic electron-electron
scattering. This enhances the resistivity and the system be-
comes a bad metal. This crossover occurs at a temperature T�

referred to as the “coherence temperature.” Depending on the
quasiparticle weight, this drop of resistivity can occur in the
regime 0�kBT /EF�0.3, where EF is the Fermi energy.26

This has been seen in a number of rare-earth alloys. In recent
years this has been also observed in layered manganites such
as La1.2Sr1.8Mn2O7,27 where there is a crossover from a low
temperature coherent metallic state to a high temperature po-
laronic phase with diffusive, incoherent motion of small po-
larons. The existence of such a coherence temperature �T��
has been discussed in recent theoretical description of
manganites4 where the coherence temperature has been
linked to the characteristic phonon frequency that leads to
the JT effect and the polaron formation. The coherence tem-
perature is given by T��	t /kB and is thus a direct measure
of the integral t. The prefactor 	�exp�−
 /��, where 
 is the
electron phonon coupling constant and �=� / t, � being the
characteristic phonon frequency associated with JT
distortion.4 Though there is no report of observation of a
coherence temperature in three-dimensional perovskite man-
ganites yet, it should be argued that there are three possible
reasons for its nonobservance. First, the concept being new
has not been looked for. Second, in most investigations on
manganites, the carrier density are high and this is expected
in materials with low hole concentration close to the critical
region of metal-insulator transition. Third, it may happen that
the coherence temperature can merge with the ferromagnetic
transition temperature TC. In the present investigation, we
associate the observed anomalous feature in the �-T curve
with coherence temperature T� where there is a large drop in
�. The transfer integral t without pressure is �0.9 eV as
estimated from exp�−
 /���exp�−4� using 
�1 �Ref. 28�
and ��0.25 �Ref. 4� for manganites. This is a reasonable
value for the transfer integral. The ratio 
 /� is largely inde-
pendent of t because both � and 
 are �t−1. Enhancement of
T� thus is a direct reflection of the enhancement of t by
pressure. At an applied pressure of 6 GPa enhances t to
�1.25 eV, which is about 30% enhancement that will shift
T� close to the observed value.

The polaronic phase has finite transport activation en-
ergy Ea that collapses for pressure beyond 6 GPa. In this case
one has complete metallization at all T. The high temperature
polaronic phase is generally believed to be due to coopera-
tive JT distortion. The JT distortion splits the two eg orbitals.
The energy of splitting is due to the JT distortion which in
undoped LaMnO3 is strongly enhanced by the large Cou-
lomb energy.13 In LaMnO3, thus a large pressure is needed



��32 GPa� to close this gap and make the transport metal-
lic. In our sample, where the hole doping weakens the coop-
erative JT distortion, the pressure needed to close the gap in
the eg orbitals and thus collapse the high temperature po-
laronic state is considerably lower �6 GPa�. We find �data not
reported here� that in single crystals of LCMO �x=0.33�
which has higher hole concentration, the polaroinc state can
be suppressed even at a much lower pressure of 3 GPa. We
note that when the polaronic phase collapses, the Tpeak and T�

merges and in this case the �-T curve looks like that of a
ferromagnetic alloy or ferromagnetic metallic oxides like
La0.5Sr0.5CoO3 or LaSrRuO3, which do not show CMR be-
havior. The incoherent metallic state that exists between the
temperature T��T�Tpeak thus needs the existence of the
high temperature polaronic state.

We note that the MR behavior in the pressure induced
metallic phase of the FMI phase is different from the CMR
behavior observed in the same manganites but with x in the
optimal range �0.25�x�0.4�. We note that in zero pressure,
there is a finite and large MR in the temperature range below
TC and above the onset of FMI transition. However, the FMI
phase has no MR.5,6 We find that even on metallization �by
pressure� the materials does not show appreciable MR. We
elaborate on this below.

Typically in optimally doped manganites the MR peaks
at the ferromagnetic transition temperature at TC. The mag-
nitude of MR depends on the resistivity of the sample and
MR decreases in more metallic sample. However, even in
low resistivity optimally doped manganites such as
La1−xSrxMnO3 �LSMO� �x=0.3� or La1−xBaxMnO3 �LBMO�
�x=0.3� the MR at TC at 5 T is more than 50%. �Single
crystals of LSMO �x=0.3� and LBMO �x=0.3� have a typi-
cal resistivity at the peak �near TC� �2 m� cm, which is
similar to the resistivity of sample we have near TC under
high pressure. But the LSMO and LBMO samples often have
a MR of 50% at 5 T.� The pressure induced metallized FMI
phase of manganites thus show small MR which is similar to
that seen in ferromagnetic oxides La0.5Sr0.5CoO3 �Ref. 21� or
SrRuO3,29 which are distinct from the manganites. Thus the
metallic phase in this case appears to be distinct from the
FMM phase that is seen in optimally doped manganites
which show CMR.

In the two-fluid model,24 the occurrence of CMR is also
controlled by the overlap of the localized l carriers and the
bandlike b carriers which in turn is controlled by the band
width D0 of the bandlike carriers. Enhancement of magneti-
zation due to magnetic field leads to enhancement of band
width much like the pressure effect. This enhances the over-
lap of the l and b bands and thus the density of state at the
Fermi level is enhanced in the magnetic field which leads to
a large decrease in the resistance. The model predicts that
decrease in D0 will decrease the MR which one observes in
the FMI state. However, the pressure increases D0 and one
would have expected enhancement of the MR in the metallic
phase after pressurization. The absence of an appreciable
MR would indicate that D0 alone is not the factor that con-
trols the MR and other parameters are also involved.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have carried out a systematic investi-
gation of the pressure induced metallization of the FMI state
of the manganites La0.79Ca0.21MnO3. The external pressure
leads to two transitions/crossovers: one is the suppression of
the insulating FMI phase at relatively low pressure �1 GPa
leading to a FMM state at low temperature and the second is
the suppression of the high temperature polaronic state lead-
ing to a paramagnetic metal. Importantly we find that there is
no appreciable MR in this metallic phase which is quite dis-
tinct from the FMM phase seen in La0.79Ca0.21MnO3 and
such compositions. We could also identify a coherence tem-
perature T� where crossovers from a resistive incoherent
metal to a low resistance bad metal occur.
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